KOHLER LAUNCHES A FAUCET LINE WITH COLOR: TOOBI
A personalised collection, Toobi combines swappable colours and sleek design

Kohler Co.- a global leader in kitchen and bath design and technology has announced the launch of a
new faucet line: Toobi. Designed to meet new consumer demand for personalisation and desire for
multiple colour options in a fun, stylish way, this full line of bathroom fittings features brightly coloured
spout liners than can be easily swapped to personalise the bath space and suit the owner’s individual
design aesthetic and mood.

Toobi’s design is simple and intuitive and takes inspiration from the playful exuberance of pop and the
simplicity of ancient Japanese gardens. Toobi reimagines

water

delivery

for

the

modern

bathroom, by fusing its laminar and natural flow
with its unique design that is reminiscent of
bamboo fountains.
Key Features:
• Slim body cartridge (25mm)
• Curvaceous forms that contrast with crisp,
polished edges
• Interchangeable spout liners that can be easily
swapped to personalize the bathroom space
(Colours available: Green, Black and White)
• The collection includes lavatory faucets,
showering trims, bath spout, showerhead and
accessories (which include a Clothesline – a first
in the Kohler lineup).

Toobi is available nationwide at a price range of
Rs. 13,500 onwards.

Kohler India
Kohler launched its innovative range of bathroom products including toilets, lavatories, faucets,
bathtubs, whirlpools and showers in India in May 2006. With its business headquarters based in
Gurgaon, Haryana, Kohler India is expanding its operations across the country.

About Kohler
Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wisconsin, in the United States, Kohler Co. is one of
America's oldest and largest privately held companies. Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of
kitchen and bath products, engines and power generation systems, cabinetry, tile and home interiors,
and international host to award-winning hospitality and world-class golf destinations. Kohler Co.
employs more than 31,000 associates on six continents, operates plants in 49 worldwide locations, and
has dozens of sales offices around the globe. The company and each associate share in the mission to
contribute to a higher level of gracious living for those who are touched by the company's products and
services.
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